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● Ping-pong I.1 

○ a sport activity

● Ping-pong I.2 

○ the corresponding action (metonymic)

● Ping-pong II 

○ an object used to play ping-pong (metonymic)

● Ping-pong III 

○ an intellectual activity (metaphorical)

Background: Word Sense Disambiguation

“ Il suit avec attention leur 
ping-pong argumentatif ” 
(He carefully follows their argumentative 
ping-pong)
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WSD is a long standing research problem
Best deep learning models have performance less than 90%1 for WSD.
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1http://nlpprogress.com/english/word_sense_disambiguation.html



● Several approaches includes supervised, unsupervised, knowledge-based 
and other mixed approaches (Navigli et. al. 2009)

● In our work, we focus on knowledge-based approaches. 

Some of the previous works in this direction:

○ Glosses (Huang et. al. 2019)

○ Sense embeddings (Kumar et. al. 2019)

○ Knowledge graphs (Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020)

Background: Word Sense Disambiguation
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Lexical resources have always played a crucial role not only serving as sense 
inventories, but also as sources of information (Wilks and Stevenson, 1998)

● structure and lexical content of lexical networks (Agirre et. al. 2006)

● use of hypernym/hyponym/synonym relations (Kumar et al. 2019 ; Bevilacqua and Navigli 2020)

● implicit knowledge source from graph structure information of lexical networks along 
with pre-existing sense embeddings (Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020)

Our Interest: Word Sense Disambiguation with Lexical resources
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Fr-LN3 (Polguère, 2014), a formal model of the lexicon of contemporary French.

The complete fr-LN contains 29,220 word senses and 80,036 relations (LF-Arcs) between them.

DBLE-LN-fr : Collection of  lexicographical usage examples.

Sources : Frantext2 , FrWaC (Baroni et. al. 2009) , the Est-Républicain newspaper corpus (ATILF and CLLE, 2020).

Dataset: French Lexical Network (Fr-LN) and DBLE-LN-fr Database1

3ORTOLANG platform: https://hdl.handle.net/11403/ examples-ls-fr/v2
2https://www.frantext.fr/
* Corresponds to paradigmatic and syntagmatic LFs only
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Table 1. Statistics on the fr-LN network.
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https://www.frantext.fr/


Based on the model of lexical systems (Polguère, 2014)

● The native structure of this resource is a graph

● It’s not a hierarchical graph, like WordNet

● All the edges are TYPED and ORIENTED

● All the edges have a semantic weight

● The resource is the result of a manual lexicographic work.

Dataset: French Lexical Network (Fr-LN) 
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Table 2. DBLE-LN-fr dataset

TextGraphs-16Dataset: French Lexical Network (Fr-LN) and DBLE-LN-fr Database1



> Although WN has much larger coverage, it contains few relation types that are mainly paradigmatic 
relations whereas fr-LN contains various syntagmatic, paradigmatic, copolysemic and phraseological 
relations.

> fr-LN relations mainly involve senses of different part-of-speech tags, whereas WN relations 
quasi-exclusively involve nodes of the same part-of-speech. For instance, less than 6% of the relations 
involving verbs are between two verbs. 

> Contrary to WN, fr-LN does not include glosses and the lexicographic definitions are still prototypical. 

> fr-LN relations are associated with semantic weights depending to what extent the semantic content of 
the source node includes the semantic content of the target one.

French Lexical Network (Fr-LN) versus WordNet(WN) 
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EWISER : Neural WSD base + External Knowledge + Internal Knowledge

1

Premise : EWISER (Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020)

Bi : i
th BERT layers

O : Sense Embedding Matrix

A : Graph Adjacency Matrix
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We don’t make use of Matrix O , but Matrix A

We removed the use of external pre-existing sense embedding matrix O, as our 
aim is to rely entirely on the database of lexicographic examples and the 
French lexical network

1

Our work : EWISER Improvisation

EWISER Our work Equivalence

1
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We are interested in Graph Adjacency Matrix A

AT = AT
R1 + AT

R2+ AT
R3+ … + AT

Rn

Proposal: Adjacency Matrix Fragmentation

AT
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STRUCT : w(R) = 1, R is a relation-function 

SEM : w(s) ∈ {0,1,2}, s is a semantic strength information

Three variants :

[STRUCT/SEM] Aij := Σ w(Rk) , where Rk is any edge between i and j; k = 1,2,3 …

[STRUCT/SEM]* Aij  := Σ w(Rk) , where Σ(.) is trainable 

[STRUCT/SEM]** Aij := Σ w(Rk) , where w(Rk) is trainable

Experimental Setup: Models
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● Frequency Baseline (Most FS /Least FS)
● Random Sense Baseline
● BARYCentre (cosine similarity of sense-representation)
● MLP (Neural Base (Bevilacqua and Navigli, 2020))

Experimental Setup: Baselines
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FlauBERT
(Vial et al. 2019)

CamemBERT
(Martin et al  2019)



Integration of lexical network 
knowledge systematically tends to 
improve the WSD performances

Experiment Results

Better performance of SEM for 
verbs can be attributed to the 
#LF-Arcs – #Lemma ratio which is 
more for verbs (3.85) than nouns 
(2.49) 

WSD on our dataset for 
French verbs is harder 
than for nouns.
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Findings : Polysemic analysis

Our proposed models tend to more effectively disambiguate polysemic lemmas with more than 3-4 senses than the MLP baseline 14
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● A preliminary study of various word sense disambiguation systems on the French dataset, 
DBLE-LN-fr.

● Proposed a weighted training model in order to incorporate the richness of lexical and semantic 
information from the fr-LN network

In future work,

● The scarcity of A matrix: e.g. adding neighbors of various POS, or including transitive closures of 
relation

● Incorporation of definition embeddings
● Expansion on unknown senses

Conclusion
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Thank you for your attention

GitHub: https://github.com/ATILF-UMR7118/GraphWSD
Contact : asinha@atilf.fr
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Analysis : Polysemy in Fr-LN dataset
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